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Strathrusdale, Rosskeen, Easter Ross: New Woodland Planting Area 

 

Case no. 4659396 

 

Archaeological Evaluation 

 

1.0 Background 

This evaluation covers an area of proposed enclosure for new planting on the north east side 

of Strathrusdale in the parish of Rosskeen, Ross-shire. 

The Forests and Archaeology Guidelines, produced by the Forestry Authority, recommend that: 

 

 No new planting should occur on archaeological sites. Normally an unplanted area should 

extend for at least 20m beyond the outermost recognised feature of the site 

 Where groups of archaeological features are close together they should be incorporated into a 

larger area of open space 

 Fence lines should not cross the archaeological sites 

 Archaeological sites should not be used as a source for stone or other materials 

 

In addition, it is generally accepted that the best management practice for archaeological features is 

light grazing, to prevent the features from being obscured or damaged by vegetation growth within 

fenced areas even if the site is left clear of tree planting. Where the site is close to the perimeter fence, 

the fence line should be altered to exclude the site. 

 

The proposed planting area is known to contain a number of recorded archaeological sites, including 

prehistoric hut circles and associated field systems and small features dating to the post-mediaeval 

period. This evaluation will more precisely define the locations of these sites and the extents of 

associated field systems 

 

 

 

2.0 Archaeological Background 

 

The following sites are recorded on the Highland Historic Environment Record (HER): 

 

1. Burnt mound at NH 59140 75710 

HER ref. MHG8892 

Recorded on HER as: 

Situated on the hillside below the settlement – (MHG24446) and bordering a small 

water course is a burnt mound. It measures about 10.5m in overall diameter with a 

distinct depression in the centre. Its maximum height is 1.2m. A number of stones from 

the mound have a burnt appearance, and are of a friable nature.  

Surveyed at 1:10 000. Visited by OS (JB) 18 November 1976  

The dimensions of this burnt mound are as described by the OS. Its central depression 

opens to the SW (downhill) side.  

Visited by RCAHMS (PJD) 16 November 1989 

 

2. Hut circle settlement, field system at NH 59300 75700 

HER ref. MHG24446, MHG25207 



Recorded on HER as: 

On a generally SW-facing slope is a settlement of 7 stone-walled huts ('A' - 'G') and a 

contemporary field system.  

All the huts are oval, and apart from 'F' and 'G' are oriented N- S with an entrance in 

S either ill-defined or mutilated.  

Hut 'A' (NH 5940 7571) measures about 10.0m by 9.0m between the centres of a wall 

spread to about 2.5m all round.  

'B' (NH 5937 7573) is evident as a platform, measuring about 14m by 11m, with 

frontal build up and traces of walling round the rim.  

'C' (NH 5931 7574) is evident mainly as a platform, the same size as hut 'B' and also 

with frontal build up. Four or five outer wall facing stones can be seen in the SW.  

'D' (NH 5928 7586) measures about 12.5m by 10.5m between the centres of a wall 

spread to about 2.5m all round. An earth-fast block on the E side of the entrance may 

be a portal stone. A field wall extends eastwards from the E arc of the hut.  

'E' (NH 5919 7588) is evident as a platform, measuring about 11.0m by 9.5m, with 

frontal build up and traces of walling round the rim.  

'F' (NH 5927 7596) is oriented NW to SE and measures about 12.0m by 9.5m between 

the centres of a wall spread to 2.5m. The NW arc is mutilated. The entrance cannot be 

seen.  

'G' (NH 5943 7561) is levelled into the hillside with a frontal build up and measures 

13.0m NW-SE by 10.0m between the centres of a wall spread to an indeterminate 

width. The ill-defined entrance is in the SE.  

Huts surveyed at 1/10 560.  

Visited by OS (ISS) 22 March 1973 and (RL) 11 November 1970  

No change to previous field report. Surveyed at 1:10 000.  

Visited by OS (JB) 18 November 1976  

10 hut-circles of this unenclosed settlement are scattered over a distance of 400m 

along 275m contour. 4 of the hut-circles (B, C, E, and K) are platformed or terraced 

into the slope. Huts A-G were as recorded by the OS and a further three were also 

located.  

Hut-circle 'H' (NH 05945 7566) lies on the line of the fence which traverses the SE 

part of the site. It measures 6m in diameter within a bank spread to 2.5m in thickness 

and 0.3m in height. An enclosure lies on the SE.  

Hut-circle 'J' (NH5948 7560) lies in the lee of the forestry plantation about 40m to its 

SE and about 40m E of hut 'G'. It measures 9.5m in diameter within a bank spread to 

2.3m in thickness and up to 0.4m in height; the entrance is located on the SE.  

 

Hut-circle 'K' (NH 5934 7573) is located between huts 'B' and 'C', 13m NW of the 

former, and its interior is terraced into the slope. It measures 8.75m in diameter within 

a bank spread to 2.5m in thickness and standing up to 0.8m in height. The entrance is 

located on the SE. Visited by RCAHMS (PJD) 1 December 1989 

The field-system, most clearly defined in the vicinity of huts 'D' & 'E', is marked by 

stone clearance heaps, lynchets and walls forming plots varying in size from about 25m 

by 12m to 30m x 20m. Visited by OS (RL) 11 November 1970 and (ISS) 22 March 1973  

The field-system is best-defined upslope from hut 'D' at NH 5932 7590. A bank extends 

from E arc of the hut-circle and then turns uphill for about 40m to join SE corner of a 

sub-rectangular enclosure. This enclosure, which has an opening in middle of NE side, 

measures approximately 50m from SE to NW by 60m from NE to SW and has rounded 

corners. There is a possible hut-circle, 5m in diameter, at SE corner. The walls of 

enclosure, which have been revealed by heather burning are 1m thick and are faced on 



both sides of the rubble core. Further banks are visible in vicinity of hut-circle 'E'. The 

distribution of small cairns extends over an area measuring 400m NW to SE x 300m 

transversely on SW-facing hillside on which the unenclosed settlement (NH57NE 2.1) is 

located. The cairns measure about 5m diameter and up to 0.5m in height; those on NE, 

towards Bog Ban are partly covered by peat.  

Visited by RCAHMS (PJD) 1 December 1989 

 

3. Enclosures at NH 5810 7672 

HER ref. MHG8416 

Recorded on HER as: 

In broken ground N of the old School House there are the remains of at least three 

stone-built enclosure banks defined by turf-covered boulder footings measuring up to 

1m in thickness and 0.3m in height. Large outcrops are incorporated into the banks. 

The remains extend for some 60m NE of the road.  

Visited by RCAHMS (PJD) 16 November 1989 

 

To the south west of the road, outwith the proposed planting area, one recorded site is a post-

mediaeval farmstead: 

 

The remains of a farmstead and a cup-marked boulder are situated around a rocky 

knoll on the SW side of the public road some 300m SE of Dalreoich. The farmstead 

comprises two buildings, two enclosures and a kiln-barn to the W of the knoll, two 

further buildings on the SW and SE respectively and some stony banks to the N and NE. 

The cup-markings are situated on the E side of the knoll. 

 

This site is indicative both  of  an early Prehistoric presence and of pre-clearance settlement 

in the strath. 

 
 

 

3.0 Historical Background 

 

The place name Strathrusdale is from the Norse: hruts dalr, ram’s dale. This, with other 

places with the name element dalr , Dalreoich, Dail a’Mhoirt, Dalmore, suggest a strong 

Norse presence in the area. 

 

Roy’s Military Survey of the 1750s is the first to accurately portray post-Mediaeval 

settlement. West of the confluence of the Black Water and the River Averon, two settlements 

are named on the west side of the river in Strathrusdale: Clagan and Strondrath, while east of 

the river there is only one place name: Mill of Clagan. This appears to be inaccurate, as a 

settlement named as Strone is shown on modern mapping as on the north bank of the Averon. 

There is now no placename link to Clagan. Watson (1904) equates Mill of Clagan, Mylne-

chaggane, with Tollie-Mylne, above Ardross, but Thomson’s map of the 1820s also places 

Mill of Clagan on the north east bank of  Black Water but by no means as far west as 

Braeantra where there is a 19
th

 century mill. The 1
st
 edition OS map of 1875 shows diversion 

of water from streams above Inchlumpie to the mill pond above Ardross Mains. It is possible 

that before this work, there was a smaller mill fed by these streams at or near Inchlumpie. 

 

Strathrusdale was traditionally a part of the estates of Munro of Novar. By 1791 many small 

tenants had already been removed to make way for a sheep farm based at Kildermorie, but 



some tenants remained and were given grazing rights for their cattle on the heights of 

Strathrusdale at Whitsun 1791. The Cameron brothers, sheep tenants at Kildermorie, brought 

their sheep into Strathrusdale and conflict with the tenants led to the uprising known as 

Bliadhna nan Caorach, the Year of the Sheep. 

 

The strath appears to have been lotted as crofts by the 1850s, with Aultafearn, Balnacraig and 

Inchlumpie listed as holdings of 20, 28 and 25 acres respectively but Braeantra occupied by a 

shepherd. Inchcomar/Innischomair in the upper strath was also occupied by a shepherd as late 

as 1901. 

 

Ardross Estate was developed for sporting activities in the second half of the 19
th

 century. 

The main deer forest was  Diebidale, some distance to the north west of Strathrusdale, while 

the moors east of this were renowned grouse moors and sheep grazing, although it is unclear 

where the boundary between these two was. 

 

The 1
st
 edition map of 1875 shows the landscape as it is today, with improved fields on the 

low ground between the river and the road and the farmsteads of Dalreoich, Balnacraig and 

Aultanfearn, all west of the road. The earliest plantations at Inchlumpie are indicated. 

 

No built features are recorded on the 1875 map east of the road, in the proposed planting 

area, nor is there any improved ground. The documentary and cartographic evidence all 

indicate that the east of the road was not incorporated into croft land and has always been 

rough grazing.  

 

 

 4.0 Methodology 

A desk-based evaluation making use of all readily available data and archive sources was 

followed by a rapid walk-over survey, carried out on 23.11.11 in wet and windy conditions, 

which led to a poor photographic record 

 

5.0 Gazetteer of Sites 

Sites were recorded using hand-held GPS accurate to +/-3m. The gazetteer runs from West to 

East 

 

 

1. Dalreoich, Enclosures at NH 58332 76487 

Recorded site MHG8416 

Low earth and rubble banking running up the west side of a small stream and 

indistinctly westwards back to the road to enclose an approximately triangular, steep 

area of marginally improved ground. This forms a typical post-mediaeval enclosure, 

more likely to be for holding livestock than for cultivation 

 

2. Banks at NH 58830 76858   (Photo 1) 

At several locations at this height above the road, sections of banking, mostly below 

deliberately cut ditching, are similar to post-mediaeval township head dykes, but these 

sections are discontinuous. They may represent an abandoned attempt to construct a 



continuous dyke, or may be more simply for drainage. If so, they may be 

contemporary with the road and be designed to reduce the required number of culverts 

by channelling water off the hill slope 

 

 
 

3. Burnt Mound at NH 58893 75920  (Photos 2, 3) 
A low, bracken and moss covered mound approximately 12m in diameter and 1m high, with 

the distinctive kidney shape of burnt mounds, opening NW towards a small watercourse. 

 
 

4. Aultanfearn, buildings, water channels at NH 58828 75708 (Photos 4-6) 

Two clearly artificial water channels descend obliquely to a point above the road 

where there are low grassy footings of at least one building. This is aligned N-S, set 

on the slope between the two water courses and is approximately 10m in length. This 

is not recorded as a building on the 1
st
 edition OS map and would appear to pre-date 

the 19
th

 century croft buildings of Aultanfearn. There is the possibility that this is the 

Mill of Clagan recorded on maps in 1750 and 1820, as it is in the correct location 

according to these maps, although to divert enough water would have been an 

undertaking. 
 

5. Burnt Mound at NH 59149 75701 (Photos 7, 8) 
Recorded site MHG8892 

This feature is as recorded, visible as a heather-covered spread mound, no more than 

1m high, on a slope below the hut circle settlement. It is not easily spotted from 

below, but is noticeable from above. 
 

 

6. Hut Circle settlement at NH 5928 7584 (Photos 9-15) 

Recorded site MHG24446 

Ten hut circles were located, corresponding to the ten located by the Ordnance 

Survey. The furthest west (E) is at NH 59189 75888, the most northerly (F) at NH 

59274 75938. To the north west of these, no contemporary features were noted. The 

most prominent hut circle is D at NH 59281 75840, the only one with distinctively 

different vegetation from its surrounds: grass, moss and rushes, and with visible 

stones. Most of the hut circles are low, indistinct banks on platforms or slight knolls, 

heather-covered and with no visible stones. One circle, H, at NH 59452 75648, is cut 

by the post and wire fence and two are located east of this fence: G, at NH 59441 

75599 is large with substantial banks and a sunken centre, and J at 59479 75597, 

adjacent to an artificially enhanced watercourse of much later date. Nine of the hut 

circles are between the 260m and 280m contours; only F is slightly higher, just below 

the 290m contour. 

The field clearance piles marking the extent of the contemporary field system are for 

the most part low, spread and flat-topped, often with mossy tops (Photo 15) These, 

and other features of cultivation noted in the OS survey, extend no further than the 

structures, site 7. 

 

 

 

 



7. Shieling huts (possible) at NH 59531 75808 

A group of poorly preserved features, possibly four small huts. Each is low and 

spread, but with a hollow centre  and an entrance at one end, although this internal 

area is very small. If they were set in a straight line they would be interpreted as 

grouse butts, but they are in a group. Nor is this a typical shieling site, being exposed 

and some distance from a good water course. But they are located at the furthest end 

of the area of field clearance piles associated with prehistoric cultivation, and may be 

contemporary, or may be day shielings associated with post-Mediaeval settlements in 

the strath. 

 

8. Banks, peat cuttings at NH 59764 76299 

One peat bank, indicated by a cut edge on the uphill side, in an area where several 

ditches have been cut to drain into the low wet area to the east. The relationship 

between the peat cuttings and ditches is unclear. 

 

9. Fence from NH 59381 75577 to NH 60000 76268 

A wooden post and wire stock fence, now in poor condition, but as recorded on the 

1988 OS 1:25000 map. Obviously associated with livestock management rather than 

forestry plantings, but now redundant. 

 

 

6.0 Discussion 

 

This survey has confirmed more precisely the locations of the previously recorded features 

and the extent of the associated field system. The only contemporary prehistoric feature  

added by this survey is the second burnt mound, Site 3. This is not so obviously related to the 

hut circles as the previously recorded burnt mound, Site 5, which is visible from the 

settlement, but is similarly located and of similar dimensions. 

 

Other unrecorded features, sites 2, 4, 7 and 8, are all most likely to date to the post-mediaeval 

period and indicate the range of uses of the hillside by small settlements or farmsteads now 

located down on the edge of the strath. These uses include extraction of peat for fuel (Site 8) 

and water to power a possible mill (Site 4) as well as grazing (Site 7) 

 

There is no archaeological evidence for land use after the estate improvements of the 19
th

 

century, with the possible exception of Site 7, which may be interpreted as grouse butts. The 

linear ditches on the high ground above  Bog Ban may also date to the late 19
th

 century. 

 

 

7.0 Recommendations 

 

It is assumed that the archaeological features will be protected from planting within suitable 

exclusion zones, although no protection is considered necessary for sites 2, 8 and 9. The three 

sites 5, 6 and 7 should be treated as a group to retain the visual relationship between 

contemporary sites and ensure that the entire field system is protected. While it would also be 

preferable for site 3, the second burnt mound, to be included in this group, this feature is apart 

from the others with no direct visual relationship at present, so intervening planting would be 

acceptable. 

 



Site 1 and 4 are adjacent to the road and will be crossed by the proposed fence line. While 

this is probably acceptable for the dyke lines of site 1, it is recommended that the fence be 

diverted to exclude site 4. If this is not practical, care should be taken to avoid crossing the 

building itself, no stones should be removed from this group, nor should this area be used for 

lay-down. 

 

As well as protecting from planting, the Forests and Archaeology guidelines recommend 

considerations of amenity and access. The settlement, site 6, is already obscured by 

increasing vegetation cover due to reduced grazing, and this can only get worse within an 

enclosed plantation unless there is a programme of management to ensure that there is at least 

no scrub and woodland growth over the features. Public access to the site, for which there 

may be a demand from the local community, should also be considered. This will probably be 

most practical via Inchlunpie Woods, particularly if these woods come into community 

ownership and are managed for amenity and access. A gate through the enclosing fence at the 

end of the present track through the woods at NH 59495 75577 would open onto the open 

ground of the settlement. 

 

Site 4, the building associated with water diversion channels, would benefit from further 

research, which may cast light on its date and function. 
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Appendix 1. Photographic Archive (digital) 

 

Photo no. Site no. Description Viewpoint 

1 2 Bank, left of centre, downhill of ditch, right of centre 

running back to tree, possible drainage or section of post-

mediaeval head dyke 

From SE 

2 3 Burnt mound (possible) visible as low spread mound, with 

‘entrance’ to right of ranging pole. Small water course is 

not visible in front 

From NW 

3 3 Burnt mound From NW 

4 4 Water diversion channels running down across slope from 

modern tank within fence under trees. One channel runs 

straight past three trees on left to bottom left corner, one 

curves down to centre right. Between the two, grassy 

mounds indicate possible structure. 

From NW 

5 4 Grass covered footings of building between 2 water 

courses. Eastern watercourse is immediately behind far 

From N 
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end 

6 4 South end of building between water courses, with south 

channel behind 

From NE 

7 5 Burnt mound, low spread heather-covered mound From S 

8 5 Burnt mound From SE 

9 6 Hut circle D with most noticeable vegetation change and 

exposed stone 

From S 

10 6 Hut circle D, complete circle of low moss- and bracken-

covered banks 

From NW 

11 6 Hut circle A, showing typical indistinct feature covered in 

heather 

From NW 

12 6 Hut circle A, indicated by ranging pole, but otherwise 

indistinct  

From N 

13 6 Hut circle H, crossed by fence. Ranging pole is on near 

bank of feature 

From S 

14 6 Hut circle G, substantial banks with sunken centre but still 

indistinct from any distance. Ranging pole is on right side 

of feature 

From NE 

15 6 Typical field clearance mound, with distinctive mossy top From N 

16 7 Structure, shieling hut or grouse butt, oval  hollow mound 

east of fence. Ranging pole is in centre of hollow 

From NE 

17 7 Structure: shieling hut or grouse butt, circular hollow 

mound immediately west of fence, entrance towards 

camera 

From ESE 

18 General View over strath from hut circle settlement area From NE 

 

 

 


